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PROJECT OVERVIEW
Heart FM - Brand Evolution & 2016 Q4 Campaign

Campaign: In the Heart of it
Concept creation, development and implementation of a
nationwide Heart FM brand refresh. The brand continuation
was also delivered through a Q4 advertising campaign.
Objective
To provide the target audience with an emotive reason to
tune into Heart.
Brief
To conceptualise and implement a visual representation
of the new brand direction. To then extend this visual
messaging through a multi-platform, flexible and engaging
creative for use throughout 2016’s quarter four.
“Turn up the feel-good”
Heart FM was adopting a new slogan, ‘Turn up the feelgood’ and was keen to align its visual messaging. The
principle purpose of the project was to evoke a feel-good,
emotive response with the target demographic. It would also
cement the new brand message as a core component of the
brand’s identity.
Platforms
The brand campaign was launched via every consumerfacing touch point; online, offline and OOH. The concept
was also rolled out internally for all marketing output across
each of Heart’s 26 regions throughout the UK.
The concept was not only consumer facing, it was to be
rolled out internally for all marketing output for Hearts 22
regions throughout the UK.
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THE APPROACH
Brand Evolution & 2016
Client: Heart FM
Project: Brand Evolution

Heart FM, the UK’s biggest commercial radio
brand, first launched in the West Midlands in
1994. The popular station arrived in London
in 1995.

The Heart sound has become the most popular in
commercial radio and now extends to 33 stations
across the UK, reaching more than 7.4 million
people every week.

The ‘In the Heart of it’ campaign was aimed at creating a sense of relatability,
forming a connection with the audience.
By communicating the new feel-good messaging, the emotive Heart FM
experience is visually expressed.
To consistently convey this message, a glossy 3D emblem was created for use
in various creative scenarios.

Heart FM 3D emblem model
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Heart FM ‘In the heart of it’ Playbook
Heart FM social media design
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The Outcome
Brand Evolution & 2016 Q4 Campaign
The response to the ‘In the Heart of it’
campaign was so positive, Heart FM
now use the 3D heart emblem as an
official brand asset. It is part of the
approved brand guidelines which is
active for all 26 regions and support
agencies.
The ‘In the Heart of it’ campaign
concept has also been expanded and
is being used for marketing direction
throughout 2017.
The new brand image is now in use
across all social media platforms
and OOH activity – including DOOH
advertising across Piccadilly Circus, TfL
and Westfield
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PROJECT OVERVIEW
Red Bull - Consumption Activation for On-Premise Marketing

Campaign: Experience a New Energy
Creation of on-premise marketing concepts, in
line with the Red Bull Musketeers’ sales process,
while remaining on-brand.
Objective
To create engaging on-premise consumption
activation concepts, increasing Red Bull brand
awareness and sales within clubs, festivals and
events.
Brief
To create and develop concepts for on-premise
consumption activation output.
“Experience a new energy”
The purpose of the project was to increase
consumer engagement and make better use of
in-venue screens. The consumption activation
animations were to be played within venues.
Additionally, a complimentary AR campaign was
proposed through physical touch points.
Platforms
The message was due to be delivered via
animation displayed via bar screens. Further,
printed marketing materials featuring
Augmented Reality (AR) content were included to
amplify brand interest.
Red Bull 3D modelling process
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PROJECT OVERVIEW
Red Bull - Consumption Activation for On-Premise Marketing

The behind-bar animations were loaded
with subconscious visual triggers to
increase brand appeal and purchase
percentages.
The augmented reality element of the
campaign was aimed at PR and brand
awareness.

Consumption activation creative

Client: Red Bull
Project: Consumption
Activation Creative

Inspired by functional drinks from the Far East,
Dietrich Mateschitz founded Red Bull in the
mid-1980’s. In 1987, on April 1, Red Bull Energy
Drink was sold for the very first time in its
home market of Austria.

This was not only the launch of a new product, but
it was also the birth of an entirely new product
category.
Red Bull is now one of the most innovative brands,
comprising sports, music and product streams.

Interactive augmented reality
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The Outcome
Consumption Activation for
On-Premise Marketing
The campaign was trialled in the lead
period to Red Bull’s 2014 Revolutions in
Sound event at the London Eye.
The trial activity was aimed at
promoting both the brand and the
upcoming event.
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Project Overview
Capital FM - Capital Breakfast DOOH Campaign

Campaign: Wake up with Capital
Concept development for a Capital FM DOOH campaign
to be displayed at Westfield London.
Objective
Engage the target demographic within Westfield,
promote social sharing and maximise on Exterion
Media’s interactive technology.
Brief
To conceptualise interactive DOOH adverts based around
the Capital FM ethos, aimed at the target audience
within a retail environment. Further, the creative should
encourage social sharing.
“Wake up with Capital”
A DOOH interactive game was designed to engage
passers-by via touch screen and NFC chips. The
interactive pods would be wrapped in branded visuals.
The output was focused on the breakfast show
presenters and encouraged engagement socially as
well as in person. This required concept development,
wireframe / UI design and vinyl wrap design.
Platforms
This campaign was aimed at Westfield DOOH media
space. It was utilised a social sharing technology to
extend reach.

Capital FM Wake up with Capital creative
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Approach
Capital FM - Capital Breakfast
DOOH Campaign
Significant research was conducted
into the target demographic in terms
of Breakfast Show engagement, radio
station listener base and mobile app
interaction.
The interactive game was
conceptualised with the aim of building
a crowd within the Westfield retail
environment.
Further, great consideration was
given to how social sharing would
be implemented to boost reach. This
included an element of personalisation
to drive online engagement.

Wake up with Capital Pod Wrap Design concept
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Client: Capital FM
Project: Consumption
Activation Creative

Capital is the UK’s No.1 Hit Music Station,
available on FM, DAB, TV, online and on the
Capital App.
It is a radio network of twelve independent
contemporary hit radio stations in the United

Kingdom, owned and operated by Global Radio.
It boasts having the ‘biggest tunes and the biggest
artists, all in one place!’
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The Outcome
Brand / UI / UX Design
& Development
The concept was entered into
the Exterion Media Creative Idol
competition by Capital FM.
It was listed as a finalist and announced
as a runner-up to Kung-Fu Panda.
The runner-up award was announced at
Ad Week 2016.

Project Overview
Inviite App - Brand / UI / UX Design & Development

Campaign: Social Discovery App
The creation and development of a brand and app for a B2C
tech start-up.
Objective
To create a suitable brand, plus design and develop a mobile
app.
Brief
To develop a brand that resonates with the target
demographic. Further, to expand upon the brand via UI
/ UX and marketing material design. The app required
development services which were project managed.
“Social Discovery App”
The brand was designed to engage a mass market,
mainstream audience. The brand design was required to be
‘safe and friendly.’
The UI / UX design was created to be slick and aesthetically
pleasing, holding visual synergy with the leisure brands it
would be featuring in-app.
It was technically advanced, making used of iBeacon
technology and bluetooth connectivity for in-venue analytics.
Platforms
The app is available on iOS, Android, mobile, tablet and
desktop.
Further, printed marketing materials featuring Augmented
Reality (AR) content were included to amplify brand interest.
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The Approach
Client: Inviite App
Project: Brand / UI / UX
Design & Development

Inviite is a British tech start-up with angel
investment secured for launch.
A social discovery app, it boasts a complex
technical solution. The app incentivises users
to utilise the app for bookings at venues with

offers and real-time promotions.

Inviite App - Brand / UI / UX Design & Development

Simultaneously, it provides venues with onpremise analytics to discover in-venue marketing
opportunities.

The project ran over an 18 month period
from conceptualisation to launch.
Within this period everything from the
brand, app, presentations and exhibition
materials were created.

The complex technical solution introduced
iBeacon technology into commercial retail
environments.
Further, the app focuses on engaging
communities, local areas and universities.
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Inviite Venue Explainer
Watch Video
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The Outcome
Brand / UI / UX Design
& Development
The client was introduced to app
industry experts where they secured a
deal for launch in Dubai.
This meant the beacon technology
utilised for use here needed to be
reconfigured.
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Project Overview
Send & Store Web App - Brand / UI / UX Design & Development

Campaign: Online Storage
Management for the German Market
The creation and development of a brand and
app for a German tech start-up, supported by
the Otto Group.
Objective
To rebrand a tech start-up, creating a
commercially appealing aesthetic. Additionally,
web app and pitch deck design were required
for investment and acquisition opportunities.
Brief
To develop a new brand aesthetic with the
start-up’s commercial and exit strategies in
mind. Further, the design of an online app,
keeping all UI / UX intuitive and appealing.
“Send & Store”
The brand was designed to sell the benefits of
the service, rather than the service itself. Thus,
creating an emotive connection between brand
and consumer.
The UI / UX design was aimed at the German
market, where physical storage is a relatively
new concept.
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The Approach
Send & Store
Web App - Brand / UI /
UX Design & Development
Send & Store are a German startup and part of the Liquid Labs
incubator.
Wanting to appear established and
trustworthy, the brand messaging
aim was to portray the benefits of
the service - such as space - rather
than the service itself.
The start-up wanted to position
themselves as a likely acquisition
for German delivery company,
Hermes.
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The Approach
Send & Store Web App - Brand / UI / UX
Design & Development

The brand was redesigned to better
communicate the brand message and
present a commercially attractive brand.
The online app design required intricate
UI / UX design to ensure an efficient
user work flow.

Client: Send & Store
Project: Consumption
Activation Creative

Send & Store were a German start-up, part of
the Liquid Labs incubator in Berlin and backed
by the Otto Group.
As storage was not a recognised concept in
Germany and so the brand’s messaging was of
crucial importance.

It was aimed at clear segments, first time buyers,
new families and those going through a divorce;
for whom space is crucial.

Further, supporting presentation
materials were required for sales
pitches.
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The Outcome
Brand / UI / UX Design
& Development
Within 18 months of launch, and
following several acquisition pitches,
Send & Store were bought by Hermes.
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Project Overview
My Shaadi Plans - Brand / UI / UX Design & Development

Campaign: Asian Wedding Website
The branding, online app design and
branding material design of this UK
start-up was aimed at the Asian wedding
market.
Objective
To rebrand a proof-of-concept online
app for commercial launch, as well as
designing the online app and all associated
brand materials.

Brief
To engage the Asian wedding market and
make the online wedding planning tool an
attractive prospect, simplifying complex
wedding arrangements. The brand should
be reiterated through the app and all
relevant marketing materials.

My Shaadi Plans
My Shaadi Plans is an online wedding
planning tool for the Asian community.
Having received excellent feedback at the
2016 VOOM Awards as a proof of concept,
the start-up was ready to begin driving the
idea as a commercial offering.
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The Approach
My Shaadi Plans - Brand / UI / UX
Design & Development
Aimed at engaging both couples and
vendors, the brand was created to be slick
and polished.
The UI / UX design was simplified
significantly from the proof-of-concept and
included several new revenue-generating
features.
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My Shaadi Plans social media design
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The Outcome
Brand / UI / UX Design
& Development
Having launched in late 2016,
My Shaadi Plans secured growing
numbers of registered vendors and
subscribers.
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Project Overview
Ronchalon Publishing / UI / UX Design & Development
Campaign: Bespoke website design,
development, 3D modelling and animation.
The creation and development of a bespoke,
creative website design to promote both the book
and the Charmat’s properties.
Objective
To design an engaging and creative website to
support the launch of the book and give potential
guests a taste of the period homes available for
visit.
Brief
To create a unique website to promote the book
and the luxury properties to potential guests.
“From Rubble And Dust”
Famous property home restoration magnates,
Marie-Luis and Didier Charmat had written a
book detailing some of the most prestige homes
they had worked on. They required a bespoke
website, in keeping with the style of their work to
promote the book’s launch.
Platforms
The website was available via desktop, but also in
a mobile responsive format.

Ronchalon Publishing Website
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Approach
Ronchalon Publishing / UI / UX
Design & Development

To create a feeling of the atmosphere of
Marie-Luis’ period homes, the original
photographs of the properties were
retouched /edited and cut out to be
animated for display on the website.
The animation was to feel like slowzoom video footage including sound fx,
it is incredibly subtle to offer a feeling
to the user rather than a static image.
This also ensures the user is not
detracted from the chapter text.
The book excerpt was available for
download by those with log in details
to a password protected area. This
was provided by Marie-Luis’ team to
selected individuals.
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Website introduction animation - 3D Model book pages flip

Client: Marie-Luis Charmat
Project: From Rubble & Dust

Marie-Luis skills were honed while creating
room settings in a well-known antique shop
in London’s Kings Road, during the Swinging
Sixties.
Marie-Luis has her own design credo: create
backgrounds, not statements, for your

artworks. She believes that objects speak a
powerful message, and that lighting is a commonly
overlooked but ultimately rewarding tool.
She works with her husband on restoring some of
the world’s best period homes.
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Jungle Cove book 3D Modelling process
c h a p t e r 9 J U N G L E C OV E

P

erched up high on a
rock next to an historic
old two-gun fort and
overlooking one of the
most beautiful beaches in the
Bahamas, it was not Jungle Cove
but the Old Fort that I first came
across—and even then it was
totally by accident. I had decided to
go exploring one hot afternoon in 1971
and I literally stumbled over the Old
Fort. Dating back to 1721, it had long
been battered by sea, sand and salt. The
ravages of time and the harsh Bahamian
winters had given its walls a unique
patina. It immediately set my heart
racing. Everything looked abandoned,
boarded up and a little spooky. Then I
spotted another building, one which
seemed lived in… just. That was my first
glimpse of Jungle Cove.
Entering the house all those years ago,
I remember it felt very dark, had a big
veranda, and little slots for windows.
The dining room, with its great curved
window, also made an impression. My
eye was immediately drawn to a single
piece of furniture, a Spanish antique
vargueno cabinet on a stand. I was
passionately collecting Flemish and
Spanish cabinets at the time—what a
wonderful addition it would make! It
was a magical place but also in need of
love and attention. Of course, at that
time, I never dreamt I would own this
jewel myself. I’m a great believer in fate
and I cannot think it was a mere
coincidence when, in 1985, I happened
to overhear a conversation about the
estate becoming available.
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from rUBBLE and dUst

JUNGLE COVE
Restoring an old plantation house
iN thE Bahamas

A L i f E L O N G pA s s i O N f o r r E s t O r i N G p E r i O d h O m E s
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Jungle Cove Digital Brochure - Microsite
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The Outcome
Brand / UI / UX Design
& Development
The book launched successfully and
the preview download was accessed by
invite-only for some of the Charmat’s
valued contacts.
Due to the success of From Rubble and
Dust, the design and development of the
Ronchalon Publishing shop has began.
The shop shall feature new books that
focus on period home restoration.
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